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Abstract: The frequent replacement requirement of UAVs for recharging outputs an extreme number of messaging for
admission control of end-users. There are many studies that try to optimize the network capacity in an energy-eﬀicient
manner. However, they do not consider the security of data and control channels, which is the urgent requirement of
5G. Blockchain handles secure systems. However, the high numbered transactions in blockchain may cause bottlenecks
while considering computational delay and throughput of end-user. In UAVs, a high percentage of battery is consumed
for computational tasks instead of communication tasks. Therefore, to handle security by considering the computational
needs, this paper proposes a novel two-layered blockchain-based admission control in UAV networks. It has two layers
named as side-chain for UAVs and off-chain for end-users building in a decentralized manner. In the former one, the data
bearer of end-users is protected by the side-chain of each transaction which is signed by admitted end-users and UAVs.
Here, each transaction includes a unique transaction id, nonce value, IMSI of the user, RNTI of UAV, signed data, and
hash value. In the latter one, the off-chain is built by signing admission contracts between users in a decentralized manner
and the Merkle tree is constructed for the off-chain where the root hash is only stored in a side-chain. Then, the number
of transactions that should be validated is extremely decreased. Moreover, PoS is used for the validation of transactions
where the validator is selected randomly instead of the competition requirement as in PoW. A novel blockchain-based
admission control algorithm isolates readmission control of end-users to 5G core-side during UAV replacement. According
to performance evaluation, the proposed approach serves end-users by 64.2% better QoS than the conventional one during
UAV replacement. Moreover, it keeps edge delay in acceptable range by using Merkle tree and PoS.
Key words: UAV networks, blockchain, 5G, admission control, Merkle tree

1. Introduction
Recently, unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) networks have been used in many special cases such as sport events,
natural disasters, and parades. Thanks to its adaptive altitude, it enables several applications which meet
the high demand of 5th generation (5G) users [1]. The replacement characteristic for recharging of UAV also
maintains the endurance of network [2]. There are many challenges in UAV networks such as coordination of
drones, collision avoidance, completeness seeking and the replacement problem due to limited battery etc. [3].
Wireless sensor network (WSN) is known to be an energy-eﬀicient way to longer the network lifetime with low
powered data aggregation [4]. However, the case studies for UAV networks carries high traﬀic intense while
compared WSN. Therefore, the replacement requirement of UAV for recharging becomes frequently [5, 6].
In the literature, there are many studies that try to solve aforementioned challenge by enhancing network
capacity and decreasing the UAV replacements in an energy-eﬀicient way. In [7], a trajectory control problem
is formalized to maximize the capacity of UAV network in a single cell. In [8], it is indicated that each drone
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is self-organized by executing distributed decision making. In [9], the flight strategy is performed by proposed
distributed delay optimization algorithm. In [10, 11], there is joint optimization for trajectory planning and
resource allocation problem.
However, these studies do not consider the security of data and control channels. The integration of many
contents in 5G such as enhanced mobile broadband (eMBB), ultrareliable low latency communication (URLLC),
and massive machine type communication (mMTC) result several challenges for security, privacy, data integrity
etc. [12]. The security of data transmission is an urgent requirement of 5G networks. The protecting privacy of
user equipment (UE) has become more challenging issue due to broadcasting in wireless channel. To overcome
security challenge, blockchain can be implemented in many areas in 5G [13]. It builds a secure system without
any centralized authority. It decreases the cost of secure system implementation by increasing the number
of transactions while comparing conventional database systems. Here, the number of transactions in a block
can be one or more. Generally, each transactions includes unique transaction id, nonce value, the hash value
of previous block, the data signed by the peers etc. The validation of blocks is performed by checking the
hash values in a blockchain. In the study [14], BlockWare is proposed as a wireless blockchain which tries to
meet 5G applications. The blockchain construction and block validations are computed on the core side of 5G
network where the edge computation does not considered. Moreover, in the paper [15], the spectrum sharing
is under consideration by blockchain assisted 5G network. Here, centralized authority challenge is tried to
be overcome by blockchain as a service platform. Again, network functions are securely used by blockchain
controlled core side of 5G network. There is another study that proposes blockchain enabled authentication
to remove unnecessary procedures between heterogeneous cells in 5G [16]. In [17], the smart contract between
mobile operator and end-user is controlled by distributed blockchain. Here, spectrum sharing is the main data in
blockchain assisted contracts. In these studies, the proof of work (PoW) is used for the validation of temporary
blocks. Nevertheless, these studies do not consider the computational load of such validation procedure and
do not give implementation details of edge side 5G networks in UAVs by handling low operational and capital
expenditures (OPEX/CAPEX) as 5G requirement.
While considering implementation of blockchain on UAV networks, the high number of transactions
outputs from end-users may cause a bottleneck challenge while considering the delay and throughput in
transaction validation. Because, the transaction blocks may be build faster than processing of transactions.
In [18], there is an analysis for UAV networks in terms of communication and computational cost. Accordingly,
the battery is mostly consumed for computational tasks. Therefore, the PoW for transactions may cause
unacceptable computational delay in UAVs in case of using highly secure hashing algorithms [19, 20]. PoW is
a competitive approach that requires high computational power. For example, Bitcoin uses PoW to generate
unique block identifier. Winner is selected according to be first validator who finds a unique value of a block
that outputs; for example, finding a combination that outputs the first four digit zero in hashed data. It is
significant to be first validator in order to transform its energy power to coin. However, there is no need to
produce a coin in UAV admission control. It is closed architecture. Therefore, less computational work is
required for transaction validation in a blockchain. On the other hand, proof of stake (PoS) where Ethereum
currently uses is built on randomly selected validators instead of competing to find unique identifier. It highly
decreases the processing time for temporary block validation and it also overcomes competing challenge of PoW
[21–23].
There are also some studies that focus on security in UAV networks in the literature. In [24], the security
in 5G enabled drone communication is considered into such subareas: the privacy of blockchain, data, and
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trajectory of drones. Here, asymmetric encryption algorithm is proposed to handle security of data while
building blockchain of drones. To overcome lack of admission control in 5G based UAV stations, another study
claims that drones can be served as a service to increase the coverage area and handle the computational
requirement of blockchain based applications in 5G [25]. It is supported by fog and edge computing in the
core side of 5G network. However, they do not consider the landing case of UAV due to limited battery life
time and readmission procedure should be isolated to end-users in an eﬀicient way. Conventionally, by landing
notification of UAV due to battery limitation, the admitted user should be readmitted to remained UAVs.
During readmission phase the quality of service (QoS) of end-user has extremely damaged due to extreme
number of messaging in admission control procedure. Instead of frequently readmission signaling during UAV
replacement, off-chain is proposed to serve end-user by remained UAVs. For the proof of authentication in
limited powered systems, Merkle tree is proposed to be used [26, 27]. This data structure outputs high data
integrity and low performance overhead [? ]. It is also a proof system for structured domains [28]. The
implementation of such data structure for low complex validation in blockchain based UAV network is open
issue. In the light of these, this paper proposes a novel two-layered blockchain to meet secure UAV networks with
Merkle tree authentication in off-chain. Here, there is no readmission procedure which creates huge amount of
control signalling data. Because off-chain transactions are not stored in two-layered blockchain, new admission
procedure of user is isolated to core-side in secure way. As a result, the whole contributions of two-layered
blockchain based admission control are given below:
• A novel blockchain architecture is proposed into two-layered named as ”side-chain” of UAVs and ”off-chain”
of end-users.
• The transactions are hashed and validated by using different data structures as List and Merkle tree.
• Layer 1: Side-chain of UAVs
– UAVs builds side-chain to protect data privacy of each end-user who is admitted to itself.
– Each transactions of end-user are only stored for layer 1.
• Layer 2: Off-chain of end-users
– The end-user who is admitted to landing UAV signs a novel admission contract by executing
asymmetric encryption algorithm in decentralized manner.
– The aggregation of such contracts builds a novel off-chain of end-users to admit remained UAV.
– The chain is built by using Merkle tree; and therefore, the root hash is only stored in side-chain of
UAVs.
– A novel decentralized admission control algorithm is implemented cost-eﬀiciently according to
OPEX/CAPEX thanks to not storing any transaction block in off-chain until a new UAV replaced
in a side-chain.
– It isolates admission control of end-users to UAV network.
The rest of paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, the proposed network architecture is detailed in terms of
both considering two layers of proposed blockchain in UAV networks. In Section 3, the proposed system model is
2167
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given by handling communication diagram for UAVs and their serving end-users with a novel admission control
algorithm. In Section 4, the performance evaluation of proposed system is given. As a result, the paper is
summarized by giving the conclusion and the future work in Section 5.
2. Network architecture
The proposed network architecture for blockchain based UAVs is given in Figure 1. There are M UEs and N
UAVs in a topology. For example, there are 4 UAVs that serve whole topology where the UEs are randomly
distributed in the figure. Before the landing of UAV due to limited battery as shown in Figure 1a, each UE starts
random access and radio resource control setup procedure to admit UAV and to allocate a resource block with
a radio bearer [29]. In 5G, UE has three different states named as new radio (NR) RRC_CONNECTED, NR
RRC_INACTIVE and NR RRC_IDLE. Initially, UE is in RRC_IDLE and after the connection with UAV is
established the state of UE changes as either RRC_CONNECTED or RRC_INACTIVE [30]. If there is no data
for UE and there are only mobility monitoring and paging signalling, this state is called RRC_INACTIVE. In
other case, if there is data for UE in uplink/downlink manner, it is in RRC_CONNECTED state. Here,
the admission control procedure creates a secret radio bearer between UE and UAV, and then, UE is in
RRC_CONNECTED state. This radio bearer is unique by using radio network temporary identifier (RNTI) of
UAV and international mobile subscriber identity (IMSI) of UE. The mobility of UE is controlled by core side
equipments in 5G NR. Therefore, only RRC_CONNECTED state of UE is considered by UAV acting as a NR.
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Figure 1. A blockchain based UAV network architecture before and after UAV landing.
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While executing admission control of UEs, the data of UEs are protected via list based blockchain. Here,
each radio bearer assignment between UE and UAV is stored by a transaction in a block. It includes unique
transaction id, nonce value, IMSI of UE, RNTI of UAV, data signed by UE and UAV, previous hash value of a
block, and hash of whole block.
In Figure 1b, the admission of UEs is shown in the case of UAV landing. During replacement of UAV,
UEs build off-chain in decentralized manner until reaching a root UE who is already admitted to a UAV that
still able to serve end-user over side-chain of blockchain. This action is taken with landing notification of UAV
sending to UEs who are admitted to itself. Namely, each UE is reconnected to network thanks to off-chain of
UEs before closing the connection with landing UAV. The data structure of blockchain is also exemplified in
Section 3. In a hierarchical tree, it is proposed to have two layers named as side-chain of UAVs and off-chain
of UEs. In layer 1, each UAVs are a part of side-chain; whereas in layer 2, UEs build off-chain of UAVs. Each
transaction (hashed data) of UEs is stored via UAVs’ blockchain in layer 1 of Merkle tree. The charging of
UEs can be also executed over such stored transactions without any need of off-chain storage. Therefore, the
replacement of UAVs is performed seamlessly to UE thanks to two-layered blockchain architecture. Moreover,
the transactions in off-chains are not recorded into blockchain which would decrease the cost on algorithm while
considering transaction validation performed in UAVs and relay UE. This procedure is isolated to UAV backbone
and it decreases the control signalling of UEs while readmission to network. Here, the blockchain construction
adds extra delay on traﬀic flow of end-user which is under acceptable range. The details of proposed method
are given in following section.
3. Proposed system model
In this section, there are three subsections to determine the details of proposed two-layered blockchain based
admission control in UAV networks. Firstly, the communication diagram of UAV and UEs is given, then the
data structure of blockchain layers is exemplified; and finally, the proposed admission control algorithm is given.

3.1. Communication diagram
In Figure 2, the communication diagram of blockchain based UAV networks is given. By landing notification
of UAV due to battery limitation, admitted UE pairs start to build an off-chain by signing admission contract
between each other. They use private keys to sign this contract in order to use a channel over UE. Here, one
is in producer role, whereas the other one is in consumer role in terms of channel usage. This transaction
is hashed/encrypted by SHA-256 algorithm [19]. These data can be decrypted by using public keys in both
UAVs and relay UEs which has a role as Merkle root. As shown in Figure 2, U E1 admitted to U E2 and this
transaction is added to off-chain of UEs. Afterwards, U E2 and U E3 signs a contract; and now, U E2 becomes
as consumer whereas U E3 becomes producer in terms of allocated channel usage. This transaction is also
hashed and added to off-chain of UEs. This chain is ended until reaching a UE who is in producer role and
has already allocated channel from remained UAV. Then, the off-chain goes up one layer and ended by Merkle
root. Namely, it reaches side-chain of UAV blocks. Here, the UE who is active radio bearer between remained
UAV acts as a producer in a blockchain and builds the transactions in layer 1 by using Merkle tree hashing
mechanism. The side-chain of UAVs is rebuilt in terms of routing strategy. However, there is no strict change
in this chain before and after UAV replacement. Here, a transaction of landing UAV is dropped from side-chain
and off-chains of UEs are added to side-chain via relay UE who is Merkle root of off-chain.
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Figure 2. Communication diagram of blockchain based UAV networks.

3.2. Data structures of blockchain
In Figure 3, the data structures used in the construction of blockchain are exemplified. Before and after UAV
landing are given in Figures 3a and 3b, respectively. Before, each UE is admitted to UAV and their data is
securely routed over list based blockchain which is named as side-chain. For example there are 6 UEs admitted
to U AV2 . Each transaction of UE includes transaction id, id of producer (RNTI of UAV), id of consumer (IMSI
of UE), nonce value, data of UE and hash value of whole transaction (H(UE)). Here, the producer of each UEs
are U AV2 . Each block in a side-chain shows the smart contract between UE and UAV in admission control. It
includes the hash value of previous block and forwarding rule. It takes transaction as a data and creates a hash
value of whole block.
As seen in Figure 3b, after UAV landing, off-chain between UEs is constructed by Merkle tree. To
decrease processing cost on relay UE who has active radio bearer from remained UAV, Merkle tree is preferred
to built an off-chain where the only the hash of Merkle root is stored in side-chain of UAVs. For example, 6
UEs of U AV2 admit to closest UE until founding a relay UE that has active radio bearer in remained UAV.
U E1 admits to U E2 in distributed manner. In a transaction, the producer id becomes IMSI of U E2 and
the consumer id becomes IMSI of U E1 . The hash of whole transaction (H( U E1 )) is shared as left subtree in
Merkle tree. In the second transaction where U E2 is admitted to U E3 , the hash of whole transaction H( U E2 )
is shared for left subtree in Merkle tree. The transactions of U E3 and relay UE ( U Ej ) are shared as right
sub tree of Merkle tree. The root is calculated by relay U Ej . By using active radio bearer of relay UE, whole
data in the off-chain is routed by U AV3 (it was being routed by U AV2 before landing). The second Merkle
tree is also constructed for U E4 , U E5 , U E6 , and a relay U Ek who is admitted to U AV3 . Thanks to the tree
construction in decentralized manner, both the security of data is handled and the cost of validation is also
minimized by only storing hash value of the Merkle root. This data structure is going to be evaluated in terms
of delay and the number of transactions to be executed for the validation in section 4.
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3.3. Proposed blockchain based admission control algorithm
The proposed blockchain based admission control algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1. It shows executable
functions running in decentralized manner in either UAVs or UEs. The admission control functions for UAVs
and UEs are given between lines 1–8 and lines 9–24, respectively. In the first one, the UAV checks battery status
continuously. If the batter is low as defined in line 3, it sends landing notification to admitted UEs. Therefore,
UEs start to build off-chain to not loss connection through the internet. This message triggers UE as shown in
line 11. If a UE is in consumer role, it admits to nearest UE in order to use this UE as a relay. They signs an
admission contract by using private keys as shown in lines 13 and 15. If UE is in producer role, it is responsible
to add the previous transactions to off-chain until it is being a consumer. The off-chain is built in decentralized
manner by executing producer and consumer roles, respectively. It ends until reaching a UE who has already
allocated radio bearer from remained UAV as defined in line 17. Namely, this UE is Merkle root and acts as a
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Algorithm 1 Blockchain based admission control algorithm.
Require: UAVs’ battery status
Ensure: Reconstruction of blockchain
1: function Admission Control(UAV)
▷ Each UAV runs it in decentralized manner
2:
while true do
3:
if Battery is low then
4:
Send landing notification to admitted UEs.
5:
Delivery public keys of admitted UEs to previous UAV in side-chain.
6:
Break
7:
if Is there any landing/newcomer UAV in side-chain then
8:
Reconsider routing path in side-chain.
9: function Admission Control(UE)
▷ Each UE runs it in decentralized manner
10:
while true do
11:
if Landing notification from admitted UAV then
12:
if UE is in consumer role then
13:
Sign an Admission Contract by a nearest UE by using private key.
14:
if UE is in producer role then
15:
Sign an Admission Contract by a nearest UE by using private key.
16:
Add transaction to off-chain.
17:
if UE has already allocated readio bearer from remained UAV then
▷ Merkle root role of
relay UE
18:
End off-chain and validate transactions in off-chain to add it as own child in Merkle tree.
19:
Sends the block of transactions to UAV in side-chain.
20:
if There is newcomer UAV to side-chain then
21:
Reject off-chain from childhood.
22:
if There is a newcomer UAV in side-chain then
23:
Allocate radio bearer block from UAV.
24:
Built new transactions over UAV side-chain.

relay in a system. It ends off-chain and validates transactions in off-chain to add it as own child in Merkle tree
as in line 18. It routed the block of transactions to side-chain; and then, the data of UEs being in off-chain are
now routed over this UAV as shown line 19.
After landing cases and Merkle tree reconstruction, a new UAV can be placed to serve the topology.
In that case, remained UAVs checks line 7; whereas, UE checks line 20. The routing path is reconsidering in
side-chain of UAVs and the off-chain is rejected from childhood of Merkle root. Meanwhile, newcomer UAV
allocates radio bearer to UEs in off-chain and the transactions are now routed over side-chain as before.
For the validations in this algorithm, the PoS is preferred. There would be the high number of transactions
outputs from UEs in both off-chain and side-chain, PoW most probably increases the processing delay for the
validation of transactions. Therefore, QoS of UE may decrease to unacceptable levels. While considering the
cost effect of the proposed admission control algorithm on battery usage, it can be ignored in UAVs; because
UAV spends the vast majority of energy for flight control instead of control and data signalling. The controlling
channels and the security algorithms for forming and validation of chains do not cause a significant energy
expenditure. By considering the huge amount of battery is used for computational tasks in UAV instead of
communications task, the delay would become high if PoW is used for block validation [18]. With PoS validation,
the validator is randomly selected according to its offering instead of contention requirement as in PoW to find
unique identifier for each transaction [21–23]. According to the literature, the blockchain can be executed in
low powered devices [20]. These proposed algorithms are performed in decentralized manner.
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Using Merkle tree extremely decreases the number of transaction to be executed in validation. Thanks
to using this data structure instead of list based chain in off-chain, the number of transaction that should be
validated is extremely decreases that would keep the delay for validation process under acceptable level. In a
worst case the form and validation of transactions takes O(M) where M is the number of user in a topology.
Therefore, the cost analysis directly depends on the number of UAV (N). The total cost can be summarized
as O(M · N ) . The delay analysis of extra cost caused by construction of blockchain is also given in following
section.
4. Performance evaluation
In the performance evaluation, the blockchain is implemented by using Python based hashing algorithms.
Afterwards, such real results are simulated by using MATLAB 2019b environment to handle delay analysis
of UAV networks. The test-bed environment is run over 2.3 GHz Dual-Core Intel Core i5 based controller
with 8Gb RAM. Initially, it is assumed that there is one transaction per UE in the topology. The number
of UE is increased from 1 to 1000 per UAV, where the number of UAV is 10. The evaluation scenarios and
performance parameters are summarized in Table . There exists four different evaluation scenarios named as
off-chain, side-chain evaluations, depth of Merkle tree effect and landing simulation of UAV.
Table . The evaluation scenarios and parameters for performance evaluation.

Evaluation parameters
Number of UE
Number of UAV
Depth of Merkle tree
Landing probability of UAV
Evaluation scenario

Results

Off-chain evaluation

Figure 4

Side-chain evaluation

Figure 5

Depth of Merkle tree effect

Figures 6 and 7

Landing simulation of UAV

Figure 8

Value
1–1000
10
2–6
0.1–0.9

Details
Edge Delay(seconds) is considered according to
increased number of UE as many as possible in off-chain.
Delay of blockchain (seconds) is observed
by executing blockchain construction
as the number of UE is increased in a side-chain
where there is no off-chain.
As the depth of Merkle Tree is increased,
the number of transaction in a blockchain
that needs to be validated is considered.
Comparison of blockchain based admission control
is evaluated on MATLAB 2019b with
conventional case in terms of delay (second)

4.1. Off-chain evaluation
In Figure 4, off-chain is only considered part of blockchain to analyze the length of off-chain where the hash
value of root is only stored in blockchain by using Merkle tree. Due to physical distance limitation between
wireless nodes (UE), there is path loss on signal and the signal attenuation becomes high as the length of chain
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is increased. In this evaluation, the length of off-chain is increased as much as possible. According to technical
reports, increasing the number of UE in an off-chain after 64 is not realistic [31, 32]. Therefore, the edge delay
is evaluated in y-axis where the number of UE in off-chain is increased from 4 to 64. Namely, x-axis also shows
the depth of Merkle tree from 2 to 6. The results are run in 10 times and the confidence interval is determined
as 0.95. Then, this graph proves that the propagation delay is under acceptable range while the number of UE
in the off-chain is increased as many as possible.
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According to that, as the number of UE is increased the edge delay becomes worse for both data structures
which are list and Merkle tree. Until the number of UE in an off-chain is 32, Merkle tree outputs 1 ms less edge
delay than using list based chain, because there is also processing time for validation of transactions for each
step in list-based chain; whereas, there is only one validation in Merkle root in tree based chain. However, when
the number of UE is 64, i.e. the depth of Merkle tree is 6; it results unacceptable edge delay than list-based
construction because of extreme increase on recursive callings. It is significant to emphasize that the length of
off-chain probably would be under 16 level, where the depth is under 4. While considering the physical distances
between UEs and finally reaching a relay UE, the probability of having the length higher than 16 is low and
nearly impossible. Therefore, the Merkle tree is preferred to build off-chain.
4.2. Side-chain evaluation
In Figure 5, the side-chain of blockchain is under consideration where there is only one layer in blockchain. Each
radio bearer details of UE storing in a transaction is stored in a side-chain. Here, the number of transactions is
exactly same with the number of UEs in one layered blockchain. Therefore, the result in this figure shows the
total delay of blockchain. It proves that the length of side-chain can be increased up to 1000 by considering the
blockchain delay effect on QoS of UE in conventional approach. As the total number of UE is increased form
2000 to 10000, the delay becomes unacceptable levels; whereas, it serves end-user with an acceptable edge delay
(under a few msecs) until there is 1000 UEs in a side-chain. Thanks to using two-layered blockchain, the length
of side-chain can be kept under 1000 with 10 long Merkle tree validation in off-chain per UAV in a topology.
4.3. Depth of Merkle tree effect
In Figure 6, the number of transaction which is stored in the proposed two-layered blockchain is given in y-axis
where the landing probability of UAVs vary from 0.1 to 0.9 in a topology. When there is 1000 UE in a topology,
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the effects of building off-chain via Merkle tree and the depth of it are also given in this figure. For example,
when the probability is 0.1 which means there is only one landing UAV at the same time, the off-chain decreases
the number of transactions up to 906 by using Merkle tree where the depth is 4. Here, there is 10% less proof of
work in proposed approach which directly decreases the processing delay in a blockchain. When the probability
of landing is 0.5, the proposed admission control algorithm builds many more off-chain than lower probabilities.
This reduces the less requirement on proof of work in a system. According to the results, there is nearly 50%
less proof of work in the proposed approach. This gain can reach 85% when the landing probability is 0.9.
However, 0.9 is not realistic in a real test-bed environment and it is acceptable as theoretic output. Therefore,
the maximum gain is determined as 50% when the landing probability is 0.5. The whole cases for different
number of UE in a topology are resulted in Figure 7. As the number of transaction increases, the number of
proof processing for each transaction also increases which negatively affects the QoS of end-users. This effect is
tried to be decreased by the depth of Merkle tree.
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4.4. Landing simulation of UAV
In Figure 8, y-axis shows the total delay of blockchain whereas x-axis gives the simulation time per UE in UAV
network. Here, the proposed admission control in UAV network is compared by the conventional one. The
conventional approach is defined such that there is no blockchain implementation between UEs and UAVs, and
the UE tries to readmitted to remained UAVs in landing case. The proposed one builds off-chain in distributed
manner between UEs and adds them in blockchain of UAVs to securely route data of UE. Therefore, there is
no need readmission process which brings extra overload with huge control signalling between UAVs and UEs;
namely, the proposed two-layered blockchain based admission control isolates this procedure to UAV chain until
a UAV is replaced due to battery change. During simulation, there are four phases for both approaches named
as before UAV landing (0–30 ms), notification (30–40 ms), landing (40–50 ms), after a UAV replacement (after
50 ms). Before UAV landing, the proposed approach builds a side-chain between UAVs and each UE is added by
a transaction to side-chain. Therefore, there is extra processing delay per UE in UAV. By running Python based
codes in off-chain evaluation, it is shown that the results are under acceptable range when there is 1000 UE in
a topology. The conventional one serves end-user better QoS during this phase. In case of landing notification
sending from UAV due to the battery is low, there is extra control signalling to readmit UE to other UAVs in
the conventional approach. This is observed as worsening on QoS of UE. In the proposed one, the off-chains
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are built in distributed manner; and therefore, there is also extra control signalling between UEs while signing
admission contract. In landing phase, the UEs are served over two-layered blockchain in proposed admission
control algorithm, and it results a few degradation on delay of UE which is higher value than acceptable range.
However, there is extremely high increase on delay in conventional one due to blocking the connection from
previous UAV and readmitting to remained UAVs. The delay can be reached up to 0.14 s which also resulted
from the extreme queuing delay during readmission (Here, the queue sizes of UAVs and UEs are assumed as
infinite. There would be packet drops if the queuing size is limited). This damage on delay is fading away in
after UAV replacement phase and it can only be under acceptable edge delay after 64 ms in simulation time
for conventional approach. In the proposed one, the delay of UEs has less degradation thanks to the isolated
admission control of UE by two-layered blockchain. As a result, the proposed one serves end-user by 64.2%
better QoS than conventional one and isolates the side-chain from such controlling procedures.
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Figure 8. The total delay of blockchain comparison for conventional and proposed approach during a simulation.

5. Conclusion and future Work
In UAV based 5G networks, there is lack of studies that consider the security of communication. The different
contents of 5G result several challenges for security which is urgent requirement in wireless channels of UAV.
There are several blockchain implementations in 5G networks; but they do not consider the computational load
and implementation details on UAV networks. The landing probability of UAV due to limited battery should be
also considered to initiate the readmission procedure on end-user. In order to isolate this procedure to end-user,
a novel two-layered blockchain is proposed for admission control in secure UAV networks.
In the proposed blockchain, each admission control procedure in radio resource control, allocating radio
bearer is stored as a transaction. Each transaction includes unique transaction id, nonce value, IMSI of user,
RNTI of UAV, data signed by user and UAV with a blockchain smart contract, previous hash value and hash
value of whole block. The proposed blockchain has two layers named as side-chain of UAVs and off-chain of
end-users. In the former one, the data privacy of end-users is protected by the side-chain of each transactions
which are signed by admitted users of UAVs. In the latter one, the off-chain is built by signing admission
contracts between end-user pairs in decentralized manner. Thanks to Merkle tree where the root hash is only
stored in side-chin, it is proven by PoS where the validator is randomly selected and the number of transactions
in off-chain that would be validated is extremely decreased. Therefore, the admission control of end-users is
isolated to the core side of 5G during UAV replacement without any storage of transactions in blockchain. A
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novel blockchain based admission control algorithm is proposed and implemented cost-eﬀiciently according to
OPEX/CAPEX. According to the performance evaluation, the proposed approach serves end-user by 64.2%
better QoS than conventional one during UAV replacement. Moreover, the extra computational delay for
validation of transactions in UAVs is in acceptable range thanks to using different data structures in blockchain.
As a future work, the two-layered blockchain will be implemented in authentication mechanisms in
network functions of 5G core side. Here, dynamic orchestration of network equipment will be performed by
distributed software-defined networks (SDN) where the service providers use the physical infrastructure as a
service.
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